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CLASS: Vll

SUB: ENGLISH

1. write biosketch on lsaac Newton

2. write a paragraph on:- :- 1) Environmental pollution

2) your favourite festival

3. write a letter to your grandfather thanking him for the birthday gift

4. Read any one storybook and write the summary in your own words
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SUB: MATHS

1,. Draw two parallel lines and a transversal to these parallel lines. Show the pairs of
following types of angles with labelling name of angles :

a)lnterior angles b)Exterior angles
c)Correspondingangles d)Alternateinteriorangles

2. Explain sAS congruence of two triangres with the help of diagram.



Give 5 examples of congruent objects and draw their figures also.

SUB: SCIENCE

1. Draw diagram of

(a) human digestive system

(b) life cycle of silk moth

2. Write the adaptations of polar bear which live in polar regions'

3. What is galvanisation?

4. Write the reaction involved

5. Name the acid Present in

(a) ant's sting

(b) oranges

6. Define convection.

7. What is ORS?

in the process of rusting.

SUB: SOCIAL SCIENCE

Geoqraphv:-

i. What is preciPitation?
ii. What is water cYcle?

iii. What are the factors affecting the height of the waves?
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iv. What are ocean currents?

Politics:-

i. Use the term'S "ConstituenCy" and "represent" to explain who an MLA is &

how is the person elected?
ii. How did some MLA's become ministers?
iii. Why should decisions taken by the chief minister and other ministers be

debated in the legislative assembly?

Historv:-

i. What is a Shikhara?
ii. What is ietra -dura?
iii. How is the 'trabeate' principle of architecture different from the 'arcuate'?

iv. What are the elements of Mughal Chahar bagh garden?

SUB: HIND
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